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The system information, procedures and guidelines

found in this presentation are for Reference Only.

The information & procedures in this presentation

have been taken from the FAA Approved Airplane

Flight Manual and Pilot’s Operating Handbook (POH).

The Information & Procedures in this presentation

DO NOT SUPERSEDE the Information & Procedures

in the POH. In the event of conflict, the POH shall

take precedence.



Terrain Awareness/Warning 

System
During normal flight operations, the KGP 560 GA-

EGPWS (General Aviation Enhanced Ground Proximity

Warning System) remains essentially silent, providing

the pilot with a display of the aircraft position relative to

surrounding terrain and known obstacles. Pilot workload

in interacting with the system during normal flight is

minimal.

Should the aircraft fly into danger where a conflict with

terrain or a known obstacle is imminent, the system will

provide both visual and aural alerts and warnings to the

pilot. The system also provides alerts and warnings for

excessive rates of descent and inadvertent descents or

altitude loss after take-off.



Terrain Awareness/Warning 

System

The system receives a signal from Garmin 1 which is

processed by the KGP 560 computer to provide both

horizontal (lateral) and vertical position (altitude)

information. This position in space is then compared to

the terrain, obstacle and runway database information

contained in the KGP 560 computer to produce a

“virtual” picture which can then be displayed on the MFD

TAWS (Terrain Awareness and Warning System) screen

to provide Situational Awareness for the pilot.



Terrain Awareness/Warning 

System
Other GPS information such as true track, groundspeed,

vertical velocity, N/S and E/W velocity, and signal

accuracy measurements are also processed by the KGP

560 computer to provide a complete picture.

In addition to the altitude information provided by the

GPS, the KGP 560 uses uncorrected barometric

pressure altitude information from the aircraft’s blind

altitude encoder/transponder signal.

Cirrus Aircraft equipped with a Honeywell KGP 560

Terrain Awareness and Warning System will have the

functions of a Class C Terrain Awareness and Warning

System (TAWS) in accordance with TSO C151b.



Terrain Awareness/Warning 

System



Terrain Awareness/Warning 

System

The system consists of the KGP 560 Processor (1.25lbs)

mounted just above the pilot-side kickplate, a

Terrain/Obstacle Database integral to the processor, the

Configuration Module integral to the system’s wire

harness, and the TAWS Annunciator panel mounted on

the lower LH portion of the instrument panel.

The 560 GA-EGPWS Processor is powered by 28 VDC

through the 5-amp SKYWATCH/TAWS circuit breaker on

the Avionics Nonessential Bus.



TAWS Simplified Schematic
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TAWS Annunciator Panel

SELF TEST Button provides test function for TAWS

TERR INHIBIT All TAWS alerting functions inhibited when pushed in

and illuminated

TERR INOP Indicates TAWS is inoperative when illuminated.

TERR CAUT Possible terrain or obstacle conflict within 40-60 seconds

TERR WARN Possible terrain or obstacle conflict within 30 seconds

TAWS
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TERR 
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TERRAIN, OBSTACLES & 

RUNWAY DATABASE

The KGP 560/860 GA-EGPWS contains a removable database

card, which is inserted into the unit through a slot in the top surface

of the computer. This card contains all the terrain data, known

obstacles data (where available), and runway data used by the

system. This card must be installed in the computer for proper

operation.

The terrain data is divided into grid patterns of various sizes, from

areas about 1/4 nm square resolution to areas of about 5 nm

square. This allows a large area of data to be stored in the unit, and

allows high-resolution data near airports, with lower resolution data

where terrain is not a factor and airports are sparse.



TERRAIN, OBSTACLES & 

RUNWAY DATABASE

Runway database information in the KGP 560/860

computer contains all known public runways that are

2000 ft. in length or longer. A list of runways in the

database can be accessed at http:\\ www.egpws.com.

http://www.egpws.com/


Terrain Display Color Patterns



MFD Terrain Awareness Display

To select the Terrain Awareness Display Page on the MFD, rotate

the page knob to TAWS.

Terrain and obstacle alerts are the most critical situations displayed

by TAWS. There are two levels of alerts:

Caution Alert - Possible terrain or obstacle conflict within 40-60

seconds. When triggered, the terrain or obstacle that caused the

alert is displayed in bright Yellow. In addition, a message

describing the nature of the alert is presented in the MFD

message bar.

Warning Alert - Possible terrain or obstacle conflict within 30

seconds. When triggered, the terrain or obstacle that caused the

alert is displayed in bright Red. In addition, a message

describing the nature of the alert is presented in the message

bar.



MFD Terrain Awareness Display

When a caution or warning alert is active, the display

image surrounding the target is enlarged somewhat to

allow the terrain or obstacle to be better seen on the

display.

If a terrain or obstacle alert occurs while a page other

than Terrain Awareness Display Page is being displayed,

a terrain or obstacle alert message is displayed in the

Message Bar. When the pilot acknowledges this

message, the MFD will automatically switch to the

Terrain Awareness Display Page.

Range of the Terrain Display is selectable by the pilot

from 1 nm to 320 nm.



Terrain Display Color Patterns

Red Colors: Terrain is well above aircraft altitude

(2000ft or higher). The Aircraft Does Not Have Safe

Terrain Clearance. The Aircraft May Not Be Able To

Escape This Terrain.

Yellow Colors: Terrain is very near or above the

aircrafts altitude. The Aircraft Does Not Have Safe

Terrain Clearance. Terrain/Obstacle is 1000ft. to 2000ft.

Above Aircraft Altitude.

50% Yellow Dots: Terrain is 250ft. to 1000ft. Above

Aircraft Altitude. The Aircraft Does Not Have Safe Terrain

Clearance.



Terrain Display Color Patterns

Solid Green Color: Terrain/Obstacles are below the aircraft altitude.

Safe Terrain/Obstacles clearance is indicated. Highest

Terrain/Obstacle is NOT within 250 ft. of Aircraft.

50% Green Dots: Terrain/Obstacle is 250ft. to 1000ft. Below aircraft

altitude.

Black Color: No Significant Terrain/Obstacles

Cyan Color: Area Having Sea Level Elevation (0ft. MSL)

Magenta Dots: Unknown Terrain No Terrain Data for the area

shown.



Terrain Display Color Patterns



Terrain Display Color Patterns



TAWS Display 

Peaks Elevation

Maximum elevation

displayed over minimum

elevation. Here maximum

elevation is 14,200ft. and

minimum is 8,000ft.

Range Rings

Outer ring is selected

range, inner ring is half 

the selected range. Here

outer ring is 80nm and 

the inner ring is 40nm.

Measured Sea Level 

Geometric Altitude 

MSL-G

Azimuth Lines

Small Dash’s are 10° and 

lines are at 20 ° increments 

to max of 40 °.



Geometric Altitude versus 

Measured Sea Level
MSL-G (Measured Sea Level - Geometric Altitude) may

appear on the left side of the MFD indicating the height

above MSL calculated from the GPS. This data serves

as the reference for color-coding for the Terrain

Awareness Display Page and as an input to the TAWS

Look-Ahead algorithm. Because it is derived from GPS,

MSL-G may differ from corrected barometric altitude.

MSL-G may be in error by as much as 100 ft and

should not be used for navigation. MSL-G is

presented solely to provide the pilot additional situational

awareness regarding the true MSL height upon which

the TAWS Terrain Display and Alerting is based.



Warning

Do not use the Terrain Awareness Display on the MFD

for navigation of the aircraft. The TAWS display page is

intended to serve as a situational awareness tool only

and may not provide the accuracy fidelity on which to

solely base terrain or obstacle avoidance maneuvering

decisions.



Self Test Procedures
1. Select the TAWS page on the MFD

2. Clear all caution messages in the lower right corner

3. Ensure that the TERR INHIBIT switch is not engaged, and
momentarily push the SELF TEST switch:

a. The amber TERR INOP LED light should be illuminated.

b. The TERR INOP LED light should extinguish.

c. The TERR WARN LED light should be illuminated.

d. An aural “EGPWS SYSTEM OK” is enunciated over cockpit
speaker.

e. The TERR WARN LED light should extinguish.

f. The TERR CAUT LED light should be illuminated.

g. The TERR CAUT LED light should extinguish.

h. A terrain self-test pattern should appear on the MFD.

i. The terrain self-test should disappear after several sweeps of
the terrain display.

j. A TAWS Sensor Self Test Caution message should appear in the
lower right comer of the MFD.

4. Acknowledge and clear this caution.



Normal Procedures

Activating TAWS

1. SKYWATCH/TAWS Circuit Breaker................. IN

2. MFD Circuit Breaker......................................... IN

3. Battery Master Switch ..................................... ON

4. Avionics Power Switch .................................... ON

5. Verify TERR INOP Annunciator .......................OFF

6. At MFD prompt ......................................Press any Key

7. MFD Soft Keys ..................................... SET to TAWS



Normal Procedures

* Notes *
Only vertical maneuvers are recommended

responses to warnings and alerts unless operating in

VMC or the pilot determines, using all available

information and instruments, that a turn, in addition to

the vertical escape maneuver, is the safest course of

action.

Pilots are authorized to deviate from their current air

traffic control (ATC) clearance to the extent necessary

to comply with a TAWS warning.



Response To Ground Proximity 

Warnings

Aural “PULL UP” Warning

TERR WARN Annunciator

1. Level the wings, simultaneously adding full power.

2. Increase pitch attitude to 15 degrees nose up.

3. Adjust pitch attitude to ensure terrain clearance while

respecting stall warning. If flaps are extended, retract

flaps to the UP position.

4. Continue climb at best angle of climb speed (Vx) until

terrain clearance is assured.



Excessive Rate of Descent



Response To Ground Proximity 

Warnings

Aural “SINK RATE” Warning

Aural “DON’T SINK” Warning

TERR CAUT Annunciator

1. Initiate appropriate corrective action to remove the 

cause of the warning.





Response To Awareness Alerts

Aural “TERRAIN AHEAD, PULL UP” Alert

Aural “OBSTACLE AHEAD, PULL UP” Alert

TERR WARN Annunciator

1. Level the wings, simultaneously adding full power.

2. Increase pitch attitude to 15 degrees nose up.

3. Adjust pitch attitude to ensure terrain clearance while

respecting stall warning. If flaps are extended, retract

flaps to the UP position.

4. Continue climb at best angle of climb speed (Vx) until

terrain clearance is assured.



Terrain Alert



Response To Awareness Alerts

Aural “TERRAIN AHEAD” Alert

Aural “OBSTACLE AHEAD” Alert

TERR CAUT Annunciator

1. Take positive corrective action until the alert ceases.

Stop descending, or initiate a climb turn as necessary,

based on analysis of all available instruments and

information.



AUDIO MESSAGE PRIORITY

Only ONE message is produced at any one time.

The highest priority voice message takes precedence,

and may IMMEDIATELY interrupt any lower priority

message.

If the aircraft is in a situation that meets more than one

condition for an alert or warning at the same time, the

higher priority message will be heard until that condition

is resolved.

If the lower priority condition is still in effect at that time,

the lower priority voice message will be heard.

When any of the TAWS aural alerts are in progress, all

aural TRAFFIC alerts are Inhibited.



AUDIO MESSAGE PRIORITY
1. PULL UP

2. TERRAIN AWARENESS REFACE

3. TERRAIN AWARENESS WARNING

4. OBSTACLE AWARENESS PREFACE

5. OBSTACLE AWARENESS WARNING

6. TERRAIN AWARENESS CAUTION

7. OBSTACLE AWARENESS CAUTION

8. RFCF TOO LOW TERRAIN

9. ABOVE FIELD CALLOUT

10. SINKRATE

11. DON’T SINK

12. ALTITUDE MONITOR CALLOUT

1. PULL UP

2. TERRAIN TERRAIN or TERRAIN AHEAD

3. PULL UP

4. OBSTACLE OBSTACLE or OBSTACLE AHEAD

5. PULL UP

6. CAUTION TERRAIN (Pause) CAUTION TERRAIN

7. CAUTION OBSTACLE (Pause) CAUTION OBSTACLE

8. TOO LOW TERRAIN

9. 500

10. SINKRATE

Note: The basic warning is “SINKRATE (Pause)

SINKRATE”. However, if the Mode 1 Pullup curve is

violated, only a single “SINKRATE” may occur prior

to the pull up voice.

11. DON’T SINK (Pause) DON’T SINK

12. CHECK ALTITUDE

Auditory Alerts



KGP 560 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS

The KGP 560 Terrain Awareness and Warning System intended to

serve as a situational awareness tool only and may not provide the

accuracy fidelity on which to solely base terrain or obstacle

avoidance maneuvering decisions.

Do not use the Terrain Awareness Display for Navigation of the

Aircraft.

The KGP 560 must have an operating source of GPS information,

with enough satellites in view to provide GPS data within the

accuracy requirements of the system. (Garmin 1)

Without the optional Outside Air Temperature (OAT) input for

corrections, “Geometric Altitude” may have errors during rapid

climbs or descents in non-ISA conditions. This may affect

alerting/warning times and proper altitude reference on the Terrain

Display.



KGP 560 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS

The Terrain, Obstacle and Runway database information

is not all inclusive.

The GA-EGPWS “Look-Ahead” alerting and warning,

and Runway Field Clearance Floor (RFCF) functions are

gradually “de-sensitized” as an aircraft nears a known

runway. Aircraft operating in close proximity to known

runways may experience very short or no advance

warnings with respect to terrain or obstacles in this area.

(See sections on GA-EPWS “Look-Ahead” and RFCF in

the KGP 560 pilots guide).



System Constraints

If there is no terrain data in the database for a particular

area, then TAWS alerting is not available for that area.

The affected area on the Terrain Awareness Display

Page will be colored a MAGENTA dot pattern.

If the TAWS has been inhibited (e.g. the pilot selected

TERR INHIBIT) the system will not give aural alerts. The

MFD will display a purple message block with cyan text

reading, “TAWS Inhibited”.

The TAWS will not be available and the TERR INOP

annunciator will illuminate if any of the following

components are inoperative: MFD, PFD, GPS 1,

Transponder, or Altitude Encoder.



KGP 560 DATABASE UPDATE 

PROCEDURES

The KGP 560 database is contained in a removable card 

installed in the top of each unit. It is up the KGP 560 

customer to determine if a specific database is 

applicable to their operation. Honeywell estimates that 

the KGP 560 customer will update their database 

approximately once per year. Information regarding new 

releases and the content details of the database may be 

obtained via the internet at the following 

www.bendixking.com and www.egpws.com.

http://www.bendixking.com/
http://www.egpws.com/


Questions


